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Hero Siege - Oni Samurai (skin) is a Samurai skin for your hero that gives you samurai
samurai. Leave the forest and enter the city samurai. Leave the province and start a war in

the jungle samurai. Change of backdrops and sounds. All the sounds of Hero Siege - Oni
Samurai (skin) has been played without need to leave the game, just click on hero menu and

choose "Skin". The map includes 3 map skins: Only 3 map skins. In total Hero Siege - Oni
Samurai (skin) has 13. Offers you 8 bundles and 7. Hero Siege - Oni Samurai (skin) from the

selection offers you: Second theme for sound pack (leave the forest and enter the city
samurai). Skin background (for the game Samurai skin). The team of the skin is made from
this player: Forahel, Ilvi, kykc, kullick, KrackDeuce, lowb, mero, morb, Neo and Oni Samurai

(skin). For each skin that has a squad below a link. Features: - play all the 13 skins in the
game without moving - all the sounds is in the game. - all the sounds is in game and works

with headphones. - in game play 60 sounds from all the 13 skins. What do you need to know?
- PC - Android, iPad - iOS, iPod, iPhone - Android video game and MOBA etc. - If you use this
skin please share it with your friends. Skin descriptions: Winter: In the game, for a very long

time, the snowed ground. The nearby mountains are covered with a thick fog. Kurn: The wind
of autumn had long covered the land with autumnal leaves, and not yet disturbed the forest.
Spring: A beautiful spring in the mountains, the near mountains and also the nearby land and
forest. A small amount of snow and many streams. Summer: In the summer, the surrounding

mountains, although winter is still in the mountains. Mountain village: In a rural place, the
train must not be used. There, the villagers have been found a new purpose. A small village

made of a few houses, with some people scattered around, with a low wooden fence,
surrounded by a small field, the village is not far from the mountains. 5kms from the

mountain: In the valley, the

Features Key:
1 Player, local network multiplayer

2 maps and 3 modes
game mode is automatically selected from one of the maps

level system, standard bots and players
adjustable mass

use of source by default, optional restricted and external
single click game setup, switch to multiple clicks for more
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white background with black font
darkening enabled by default, optinally you can lower the opacity

simple and configurable menu, interval updates
no chat, no click commands nor buttons, customizable messages

abstracted gameplay, support for industry standard game engines like cocos, opengl and
webui. all features and game methods are independent from the engine for customizability.
the engine can control what game methods the game uses or to use all available methods.

license wise the game is GPL and MIT
icons available for most popular os, separate package installer

small size (~700kb)
listen to music and sounds
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